Results with the currently used cochlear implant.
Over the past 7 years we have implanted the Nucleus multichannel cochlear implant in 60 patients with severe hearing impairment. The postoperative speech recognition of adult postlingually deaf patients was satisfactory. Adult prelingually deaf patients exhibited poorer speech perception than postlingually deaf patients. However, some patients showed better results than expected. The prelingually deaf patients needed a longer rehabilitation period than the postlingually deaf patients. There was considerable variation in performance among the prelingually deaf patients. As for juvenile deaf patients, some showed good speech perception ability, but postoperative rehabilitation took longer. The cooperation of doctors, audiologists, speech therapists, schoolteachers, and family members was essential, and the creation of a cochlear implant center for children is desirable to obtain better rehabilitation. On the questionnaire given to the cochlear implant patients, some complained about their hearing in a noisy environment or while listening to television or music. The present cochlear implant system obviously needs further improvement.